
Contaminated People. The Marines oil field area, Fier, Albania (2015-2021) 
 
Kilometers from Fier, in Albania, lies the largest oil field in Europe. In production since 
1930 and initially exploited directly by the Albanian government, the concession for the ex-
traction of oil in recent decades has been entrusted to the Canadian oil company Bankers. In 
March 2016, Bankers was acquired by the Chinese company Geo-Jade Petroleum, and sub-
sequently involved in a judicial investigation for tax evasion and dominant market position. 
 
The company’s mining activity has, over the years, caused the total environmental contami-
nation of a large inhabited rural area, which includes the village of Marines and other near-
by villages. Rivers, aquifers, crops, animal breeding have been rendered unusable by the very 
high rate of environmental pollution that characterizes this area. Pollution that has caused 
an impressive increase in cancer and lung diseases, including those affecting children, which 
has affected thousands of inhabitants. 
 
For many years, oil extraction was practiced with the fracking technique, which involves 
continuous underground explosions. Explosions that gave rise to a very long series of earth-
quakes, which seriously damaged the homes of the villages adjacent to the mining area. Ear-
thquakes whose malicious and artificial origin Bankers denied for many years. Only an in-
dependent investigation of what is perhaps the best known Albanian environmentalist, prof. 
Sazan Guri, was able to demonstrate, through sophisticated seismographic equipment, that 
fracking and underground explosions were at the origin of the seismic activity. 
 



Over the years, the protests of the local population have been severely repressed by the va-
rious governments that have followed one another in Albania, with arrests and convictions. 
But, following these protests, since 2019 Bankers has limited the use of the explosions, inclu-
ding even earthquakes in the area. However, only a small number of reimbursements, mana-
ged with clientelist logic, have been granted to people who have seen their home destroyed, 
and have suffered serious damage to their health due to mining activities.

The Marines oil field managed by Bankers represents a huge danger to the health and life of 
local communities living in its vicinity, but Albanian politics and the judiciary continue to 
ignore the legitimate protests of the thousands of people who suffer the serious consequen-
ces , health andeconomic.



The oil fields of Marines, located a few kilometers away from Fier, in Albania, are the largest in Europe. The concession for the extraction of oil in recent decades has been entrusted to the Canadian oil company Bankers. 
In March 2016, Bankers was acquired by the Chinese company Geo-Jade Petroleum.



The interior of one of the damaged houses of the village of Marines. The damages are caused by the practice of oil extraction known as “fracking”, which has caused many 
earthquakes in an area still inhabited by small farmers and ranchers. After many years of protests by residents in villages adjacent to the mining area, the company has reduced 

underground explosions. The earthquakes are over but very few families have been compensated for the damage suffered by their homes.

Wells and tanks containing crude oil have caused severe soil contamination in areas located within villages inhabited by thousands of people.



A resident of the village of Marines shows a puddle of oil leaking from the extraction plants not far from his home. Over time, the loss has caused a lasting and extensive 
contamination of both the soil and the deep aquifer.



Many of the houses in the village of Marines suffered severe structural damage from earthquakes caused by the extraction of oil using the fracking technique. But most of the 
families were not compensated for the damage they suffered.

Genti Asllani was arrested on 12 July 2012 during the harsh protests that the citizens of Marines have organized for several years against pollution and earthquakes caused by 
the oil extraction activity in the area. Released from prison after a year, he was forced to use a large part of the compensation offered to him by Bankers for the damage that the 

earthquakes caused to his home, to pay legal costs. The remaining money allowed him only a partial reconstruction of the house itself, where he continues to live.



A flock of sheep graze in the vicinity of the oil extraction facilities. Despite the pollution, agriculture and livestock are still practiced in the area with serious
 damage to the  health of the premises.

Prof. Sazan Guri, petroleum geologist and engineer, hi is most famous Albanian green activist. He has demonstrated for the first correlation between fracking oil  extraction tech-
nic and earthquakes in the Marines area.



Continuous gas emissions from oil plants have caused extensive air pollution in the Marines area. There are many people who live in this village and in those adjacent to the oil fields managed by the Bankers, who have developed respiratory diseases and severe forms of 
allergic asthma. None of these health problems have been acknowledged by the Chinese-owned company, despite protests from residents that have now lasted for more than a decade.



In the oil extraction area managed by Bankers, the extracted crude oil is stored in huge metal silos. At night these tanks are open to allow the oil gases to escape. The entire area, 
every night, is invaded for hours by these toxic gases, the presence of which in the air forces the inhabitants of the villages adjacent to the extraction plants to close themselves 

inside their homes. Using wet rags to seal doors and windows, in the attempt often vain to block the entry of gases inside.

Pollution from oil extraction in the Marines area contaminated plants and animals, which can not be used for the feeding. In reality, the conditions of widespread economic hard-
ship of the inhabitants of the area, whose economy is based on agriculture and livestock, often means that this consumption continues. With serious damage to health, confirmed 

by local hospital sources who wished to remain anonymous.



A resident of Marines village inside the tent provided by local authorities after an earthquake caused by fracking destroyed her home.
In recent years, unofficial medical sources have recorded an exponential increase in neoplasms, including childhood, and respiratory diseases in the areas adjacent to the oil 

extraction plants managed by Bankers. This is likely a direct consequence of the high degree of contamination of the air, water and soil in the area.



An open-air depot houses the old oil towers used in the Marines oil fields area and long since replaced with more modern extraction facilities. Most of the extraction towers no 
longer used because they are obsolete, often privately owned, have been dismantled. Some, however, not wanting the owners themselves to face the costs of decommissioning, 

continue to characterize the already degraded landscape of the area, known as one of the most polluted in the whole of Albania.

The oil arrives in the small canals that cross the Marines area through a dense network of drains, destroying all forms of life. These waters in turn flow into the Seman River, which 
flows discharging its load of pollutants into the sea in the Adriatic near Topojë, on the edge of the Divjakë-Karavasta National Park.



Pollution from oil extraction in the Marines area contaminated plants and animals, which can not be used for the feeding. Pollution from oil extraction in the Marines area conta-
minated the soil and from it the deep aquifers. Making the crops and animal breeding of a predominantly agricultural area dangerous for people’s health.

An inhabitant of the village of Marines. Her original home has become uninhabitable as a result of numerous earthquakes, caused by the fracking  practice of oil extraction. 
For some years, thanks to the protests of the residents, the earthquakes produced by fracking have ended, but most of the damages to the houses have not been compensated by 

Bankers company.



. In the Marines area, many of the private oil extraction towers are also located a short distance from homes. The oil leaks from these plants have contributed to increasing the contamination of land and water used for agriculture and livestock by the inhabitants of the villa-
ges that arise in the vicinity of the oil fields managed by Bankers.



In 2015, in the village of Marines, many drinking water wells have exploded simultaneously. The underground explosions are the result of the practice of oil extraction, which 
have created huge geysers of water mixed with oil. Lasting over several days, these high geysers- up to one hundred meters – produced deep chasms -up to ten meters- in the 

terrain between the houses of the village.

Gas from the extraction of oil burning in the night at Marines area, near Fier. The Chinese company Bankers which ran the extraction plants, burn such gases to try to contain the 
high air pollution in the villages by such facilities..



The social fabric of the inhabited areas around the Bankers peroliferra plants is mainly rural, with a predominantly agricultural vocation. The heavy contamination of the en-
vironment caused by gases produced by oil extraction and by spills that often also affect deep aquifers, has created very serious damage not only to the health of residents, but 

also to the local subsistence economy, based on agriculture and livestock. .

Rrapi Mamo in 2012 led the popular protests against pollution and earthquakes caused by Bankers in the villages surrounding the Marines oil fields, not far from Fier. Shortly after, 
he fell ill with a serious form of cancer, he died in July 2013. He was buried in Marines, in a small cemetery on a hill from which the oil area can be seen.



 The Bankers company oil mining implants of Marines area, are guarded by private security of the company that manages them. The security staff is selected from inhabitants 
or non-residents. The protests of the local population against the pollution caused by the extraction plants managed by Bankers, has meant that the inhabitants of the place have 

been excluded from hiring by the company to which the safety of the plants has been delegated.

Contamination of the aquifers has rendered the waters of the wells in the area adjacent to the Marines oil extraction plants unsafe. The inhabitants of this, like the other villages in 
the area, are therefore forced to purchase drinking water from companies that distribute it house by house by means of tankers every day.



Throughout the Marines extraction area, ponds and pits created by the spill of crude oil from the plants are frequent, which has gone to fill natural depressions. Almost always surrounded by a belt of dangerous toxic sludge, in which animals and people can easily sink, they have 
been the source of numerous accidents, even very serious ones.



Fevzi kothere is a resident of the village of Marines, which is located within the oil extraction area managed by the Chinese company Bankers. A few tens of meters away from 
his house, a pond of water mixed with oil has formed for some years. In 2018, her sister Nadine, in an attempt to save some of her courtyard animals that ended up in the pond, 

got too close to the banks and fell into them drowning, probably also due to the vapors emitted by the hydrocarbons present in large quantities in the little water.

Some guys come together under an old oil well, now inactive. The danger of living in an area with a high rate of environmental pollution, the absence of cultural and recreational 
meeting points, the scarce job opportunities have forced many of the young residents of Marines and other villages that arise in the vicinity of the oil plants to move to other cities 

in Albania, or to emigrate abroad. Part of the area’s economy is based on foreign remittances to their family members who continue to live there.



Shyqyri Baha lives with his wife in the village of Marines, a short distance from the oil extraction plants. The widespread and severe pollution caused by the continuous releases 
of hydrocarbons in gaseous form have caused him a serious blood disease, constantly worsening for which expensive treatments are required, which are not reimbursed by the 

national health system.

On the hills not far away the oil area of Marines, near Fier, Albania, two private drilling towers, not far from an olive grove. Some inhabitants of the area extract the oil present 
from the subsoil of the land they own and sell it to Bankers company. However, these extractions contribute to enlarging the contaminated area, often infiltrating the aquifers 

even in areas, as in this case, used for agricultural crops.



Roberto Nistri. Professional Biography 

An international Photography Awards Winner is a Roman graduated in Biological Sciences at the 
University “LaSapienza” of Rome, who has transformed since more than fifteen years his passion 
for photography into a career.At the beginning as a wildlife photographer. Then, extending his pro-
fessional prospects to documentary photography. 

As a professional photographer who worked with a large number of journals and periodicals, Ita-
lian and international. Hundreds of his photos have been published around the world, on websites, 
magazines and books through the international agencies “Alamy.com” and “Pictures Alliance”. He 
has also collaborated with several Italian public entities, including the Lazio Region, the University 
of Rome “Tor Vergata”, the Friuli Museum of Natural History and the Italian Ministry of Environ-
ment. 
 
For years, he organizes courses in photography, exibitions and workshops, both in Italy and abro-
ad. In his manytravels he has focused on the documentation of ethnic groups and peoples who are 
threatened by progress andby particular political and social conditions, in recent years in Ethiopia, 
Kenya, India, Burkina Faso, Tanzania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, 
Croazia, North Ireland and Lebanon. 
 
He has made the long-term photographic project “In the Wild World of Writers,” for which he 
took with a “naturalistic “ attitude a large number of portraits of the most famous Italian narrators 
and storytellers. The project became an exhibition that opened in November 2013 to Palaexpo of 
Rome and exhibited in other major Italian locations, nd enclosed in a book published by Palombi 
Editori.



He is (December, 2013) the winner of the award “Best Single Image in a Portfolio (Vanishing Cul-
tures & Emerging) and of Portfolio (Monochromal) of “Travel Photographer Of The Year Awards 
2013”. He has contributes in July 2014 at Royal Photographic Society, International Print Exhibi-
tion157, in London and in others four locations in the UK. Third place, “Professional” People Life 
Style category in Moscow International Foto Awards’14 Competition.

The images of his long-term photographic project “Survivors of Modernity. Visions from past wor-
lds “, were exhibitedin 2013 at the MAP (Museo Agro Pontino) in Pontinia (LT); in 2014 at the 
“Terre di Confine Museum” in Sonnino (LT), in 2015 at the Palazzo Lanfranchi Museum in Mate-
ra and in 2019 at the MAC (Maja Arte Contemporanea) gallery in Rome.


